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                                        In the very heart of the Eternal City:
 it is here that you will wish to be day and night.
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                                        Book now on the official site for the best price available!
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                                        Hotel Smeraldo Rome

Discover Rome and its wonders!


                                        
                                        
 
                                            
                            


                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
						
                        
                                                        
                                        
                                        
										
                                        The Smeraldo Hotel is the ideal starting place to discover the ancient Rome, thanks to its position - only a short way away from the characteristic Campo de' Fiori square and the Famous Piazza Navona. Moreover, its nearness to Largo Argentina, which is well connected and well-served by bus, tramway and taxis, will allow you to combine the pleasure of discovering Rome by feet and the comfort of reaching any other destination easily.


The Smeraldo Hotel has been recently renovated, and will welcome you in a warm and comfortable atmosphere.

Our 50 rooms, equipped with every kind of comfort, our balconies and all our services at your disposal will let you spend a lovely stay in Rome.



The atmosphere you feel in the narrow alleys and in the streets around the Hotel with their bars, eating houses, the characteristic boutiques and the well-known market in Campo de' Fiori, will give you the certainty of being in the very heart of the Eternal City: it is here that you will wish to be day and night.
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                                        Looking for privacy, and comfort?
Our fully equipped brand new Suites will offer an unforgettable stay of elegance, safety and space.

Opening September 1st 2020.

                                        
                                        
 
                                            
                            


                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
			
			
                        
                                                        
                                        
                                        
										
                                        
                                        
                                        
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
										
                                        Relax

in Hall
The Smeraldo Hotel has been recently renovated 
will welcome you in a warm and comfortable atmosphere.
BOOK NOW!
                                        
                                        
 
                                            
                            


                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
						
                        
                                                        
                                        
                                        
										
                                        

                
                
					Hotel Smeraldo's

Facilities

Our hospitality to let you live a unique experience

FIND OUT WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU!                    
                

            


                                        
                                        
 
                                            
                            


                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
						
                        
                                                        
                                        
                                        
										
                                        Your room in the real heart of the Eternal City
Only on the official website the best deal available!
                                        
                                        
 
                                            
                            


                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
						
                        
                                                        
                                        
                                        
										
                                        Explore the room!Superior with private balcony[image: Superior with private balcony]FROM 129 €Welcoming accommodations with a unique design located on the fourth and last floor of the Hotel Smeraldo with a balcony overlooking Via dei Chiavari.


They have a surface area of 15 square met...


Explore the room!Superior[image: Superior]FROM 109 €Our most beloved rooms: a perfect mix between timeless elegance and comfort.


They have a surface area of 15 square meters, overlooking the alleys that surrounds the Hotel.


They are a...



Explore the room!Comfort[image: Comfort]FROM 99 €Quiet and comfortable rooms for those who want more quietness but still being in the heart of the Eternal City.


They have a surface area of 17 square meters facing the courtyard.


The...


Explore the room!Small[image: Small Room]FROM 79 €Welcoming accommodations that reflect the style of the Hotel although they have a smaller size.


These rooms, with a surface area of 12 square meters, overlook the internal courtyards or the a...



Explore the suite!Family Suite Town House   [image: Family Suite Town House]For those who want to combine the relaxation of a stay in the Hotel with the comfort of a luxurious apartment. 

 With a refined and contemporary design, they have wonderful antique beamed ceili...


Explore the suite!Junior Suite with terrace Town House[image: Junior Suite with terrace Town House]A unique, welcoming and comfortable suite with a timeless atmosphere and a precious private terrace overlooking the rooftops of Rome. 


Located on the fourth and last floor of the adjacent Tow...



Explore the suite!Suite with Balcony Town House[image: Suite view Town House]This suite will astonish you with its breathtaking view over the domes of Rome for a deep immersion in the beauty.


It is located on the fourth and last floor of the adjacent Townhouse with a ...


Explore the room!Premium[image: Premium]Spacious and welcoming rooms with a refined design and relaxing corner, they are located in the main building or in the Hotel Parione. 

The view can be both internal for greater quietness or ex...
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                                        Enjoy an aperitif with

the breathtaking view of Rome's rooftops
BOOK YOUR ROOM!
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                                        Hotel Smeraldo: 
ideal
to discover Rome
[image: social]
Great hotel, will stay again when we return.Lowell - TripAdvisor User





Comfortable rooms

at the center of the Eternal City
[image: social]
Enchanting, you can enjoy a unique view surrounded by the Roman domes!Raffaele - Facebook User
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                 Call

                +39 06 6875929

                +39 06 68805495

            

            
                 Address

                Hotel Smeraldo Roma

                Via dei Chiavari 20 - 00186 - Roma

            

            
                 Email

                
                    info@smeraldoroma.com            
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